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Update on Police and School Streets
As you are aware Towerbank is a School Streets school with a restriction on drivers at the beginning and end of the
day.
School Streets is a restriction on vehicles moving in the zone when the lights flash, unless the owner of the vehicle
has a permit or a blue badge.
There have been many concerns raised recently regarding drivers ignoring the restrictions.
The police have been in attendance and have been enforcing the zone. A number of drivers have been booked or
warned. I have asked for more detailed information and will publish this when it is available.
Some residents have been approached by parents when they are driving and they have reported concerns to the
school of how they have been spoken to. I would ask parents to be aware please that some drivers have permits or a
blue badge and this allows them to drive their vehicle at all times.
I met with the council officer and a parent recently and an engineer is looking a solution to make the flashing sign
more visible at the entrance to the zone. They are also investigating the lack of any further signage within the area.
More information is available here
https://tinyurl.com/schoolstreets

Earth Hour 2018
Switch off your lights this Saturday (24th March) from 8.30-9.30pm to help
CHANGE CLIMATE CHANGE!
People all over the world will be coming together on this day to raise
awareness of the impact we are having on our planet and in Primary 7B
we have been discussing what we can do to help. We made Promises to
the Planet. Here are some of the promises we made:
Reuse plastic objects – Lucy H
I promise to cut down the amount of time I use electronics – Magnus
For school dinners, pick the vegetarian option – Stewart
No plastic straws! – Ben
Refuse plastic straws, bags and cutlery – Ella
I promise to give £30 to saving wild endangered animals – Asier
Stop using too much hair gel/body wash - Fergus
I will cycle to work, use a metal straw and remain a flexitarian - Mrs
Hamilton-Wylie
What will your promise to the planet be?
Tweet us pictures of your Earth Hour activities to @TowerbankPS
using #EarthHour

Playing in the Wildlife garden area –
Can I ask all families to please help children respect the wildlife garden area. The area is not to be used for play with
loose play equipment and the stones, sticks and other items in the garden are all there for a purpose (insect hotels
etc) and should be left as they are please.

Towerbank Parent Group
Spring fair planning
We had a very productive meeting of two people (Ruth Bowen and Kyrsta Macdonald-Scott)! However, we need at
least 3 more volunteers to take on key roles if the spring fair is going to happen on 12th May.
We need a volunteer coordinator, publicity person and donations coordinator. Kyrsta can do school liaison, Rutj can
do stall leaders liaison and Kyrsta and I can share the role of coordination on the day. But we can't do any more.
Who's able to take on one of these exciting roles for the school and help make the fair happen? Please contact Ruth
Bowen asap via Towerbank facebook page or email -towerbankparentgroup@gmail.com.Thank you.

Maths
P6C were delighted to host P5A this morning to teach them
how to multiply 2 and 3 digit numbers by a 2 digit number. P5
were extremely enthusiastic about learning two new methods
that they hadn’t seen before. P6C created informative posters
that supported their learning and teaching of the different
methods.
Cora (P6C) was very impressed with P5A’s times tables
knowledge.
Frankie (P6C) said it helped him further understand the gird
method by explaining it to others.
It was a valuable experience for all children involved.

On Thursday night I went to the Playhouse to see Hairspray. My favourite
part was all the singing and dancing and I loved the character Amber
because she had a nice singing voice. We had front row seats and it was a
great show. Amelie, P3

At the weekend I went to the Scottish National Gallery to see the painting of the
Reverend Robert Walker skating on Duddingston Loch. In class we have been learning
about this painting, also known as the Skating Minister. At the Gallery I bought two
souvenirs a pressed penny and a tin of mints with Mr Walker on them and I copied his
skating pose for a photo.
By Elise P3

On Saturday 17th March we went to
the Emirates Arena in Glasgow to
take part to represent Team East
Lothian in an athletics championship.
We had do go through three
qualifiers to get there. Sandy did the
600m and Pedro did the standing
long jump and 4 x 200 m relay.
Team East Lothian boys came 3rd in
the competition. Sandy’s mum made
a tapestry to record our times and
jumps at the event.
Pedro P6 and Sandy P6

As part of the Edinburgh
International Science Festival P2
thoroughly enjoyed the show put
on by Generation Science last
week. They learned all about the
movements of the Sun, Moon and
Earth in an interactive journey
through time and discovered that
any moment can be a different
time in another country.

Here are some views from P2:










The earth orbits the sun and the moon orbits the earth (Jamie- P2C)
It takes about 28days / a month for the moon to orbit earth (Emma-P2C)
The show was amazing! (Caris- P2C)
The show was really funny. I loved it! (Callum P2B)
It was really entertaining. They told you facts and made it fun. (Reuben P2B)
It takes the Earth one year to orbit the Sun. (Seren P2B)
The sun stays still, the earth orbits the sun and the moon orbits the earth (Ailsa P2A)
I learnt that in different countries there are different times, so lunchtime isn’t at the same
time around the world. (Olivia P2A)
I was really funny (Emily P2A)

This week, 12 members of the school basketball team played in the Hope Trust final at the Crags
Centre. We played 3 games, winning 2 against Granton (30-4) and Duddingston (23-18) and
unfortunately losing the third against Broughton 14-16. It was a close fought game, with both
teams playing exceptionally well. We were all very disappointed not to make it to the final, but we
are very proud of how much we have achieved. Congratulations to Broughton who beat James
Gillespies in the final match to win the whole event.

Omar P6
Omar had the opportunity to compete in the UK athletics club
connect relay final for under 13 boys in Glasgow. He was the
youngest person competing on the day and he came in
fourth place. Also on straight after their races was the
athletics Grand Prix with lots of sports presenters like Gaby
Logan and Paula Radcliffe. Omar was lucky to get his photo
with some very well known athletes such as Dina AsherSmith and Chijindu Ujah. Well done Omar!

